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INDUS Announces Mr. Michael Hubbard’s appointment as Executive Vice President 

 San Diego, CA, April 5, 2019: INDUS Technology, Inc. (INDUS) a Service-Disabled 

Veteran-Owned Small Business (SDVOSB), announced today the appointment of Mr. Michael B. 

Hubbard as Executive Vice President. Mr. Hubbard will be responsible for business development 

leading the company’s growth initiatives, along with assisting in the operational leadership of 

INDUS’ current business portfolio. 

  Mr. Hubbard brings an accomplished career with more than 20 years of experience of 

leadership and consulting in the government and healthcare industries. His focus on dynamic 

strategies, in-depth data analysis, and proven business development are an exceptional fit for the 

growth direction planned for INDUS in the coming years.   

 Mr. Hubbard most recently served as the Vice President of Global Customer Experience at 

NuVasive, Inc., the leader in spinal technology innovation. Prior to NuVasive, Mr. Hubbard 

worked at Booz Allen Hamilton in San Diego, California for 17 years where he served in various 

leadership roles. Mr. Hubbard holds a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration from the 

University of Mary Washington, and a Master of Leadership from the University of Southern 

California.    

 Mr. Eric MacGregor, INDUS President and CEO, stated, “INDUS continues on a positive 

growth trajectory, reinforced by our great employees and service centric culture. Michael is an 

exceptional addition to our team and I personally look forward to working closely with him to 

forge into new strategic markets.  His leadership will help further foster our existing principles to 

ensure our employees and customers are of the utmost importance.”                                              
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 INDUS Technology, Inc. is an employee-owned premier provider of quality professional 

services for industry and government. INDUS is also an ISO 9001:2015 Registered and Certified 

company, focusing on providing high quality Engineering Services, Information Technology 

services, Program Management, and Financial Management services to the Department of Defense 

and other Government agencies. 
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